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I am not really myself.  I am someone else.   

When others talk with me, they are talking to a stranger. 

I am kept hidden away, safe from discovery or attack, behind the cover of my masks. 

Each day, sometimes knowingly, sometimes not, as I sift through my closet, choosing  

     which clothes to wear, I also search my mental mask menagerie, carefully   

     selecting the image I want to project. 
 

Like an actor, I have learned to portray many roles, many faces, many moods.  

And I use a different mask for each.   

Each mask represents the me I would like to be. 

I put on a mask of happiness because I sincerely want to be happy;  

I wear the socialite mask because I want to have fun, the self-sufficiency mask   

     because I truly want to take charge of my life.   
 

Something peculiar happens, however, as I continue wearing these masks. 

They begin to feel too comfortable, natural, necessary. 

As I get used to my masks, I begin to believe they might really be me.   

Meanwhile, my true self lies dormant, forgotten.   
    
Like a brick wall, the masks confine me, isolate me, hide me from other people. 

When I don the mask of conformity, I am broadcasting my own lack of identity. 

When I wear the mask of confidence, refusing to admit my weakness, mistakes, or  

     hurt, I am telegraphing my own insecurity. 
 

I have other masks. 

The mask of superiority to stare down the inferior feelings I detect in others and in  

     myself; the clown or the rowdy masks to gain the attention I can’t obtain  

     otherwise; the “together” mask to hide all my rough edges; the mask of love to  

     disguise an overly selfish relationship; even the mask of spirituality to silence all  

     questions about my status before God.   
 

What should I do with all my masks?   

If indeed I want to be myself rather than someone else, I must remove them, peel them  

     off, cut them away like a plaster cast. 

Some of the worthless masks I will trample to pieces.  Others I will display on my  

     bedroom wall to remind me of the person I’d like to be, but am not yet. 
 

Ultimately, I won’t need masks; instead, I’ll show others the living person behind  

     them: an authentic human being—someone who’s not perfect, but who wants to  

     grow. 

Only when I open myself to other people [and to God] will I see myself clearly.   

And only when I take off the masks will I be truly free. 

 

This is a poem entitled “Faces of Me” – written by Verne Becker.  It is powerful.  And I think it speaks to the 

human condition.   

As I reflected on today’s Gospel reading, I was caught by Jesus’ repeated pronouncements against the 

behavior of ‘hypocrites”—a term that, in the Greek, refers to “play actors on the stage”… spiritual 

“pretenders,” you might say.   

Can you see why my mind was drawn to the idea of “the masks we wear”… and our need to put those 

“masks” away – to be who we are / who God has created us to be? 
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We often times live two lives, you and I—what people see on the outside… and what’s really going on 

inside.  We wear masks… to hide / protect our real selves – from others… from ourselves… and yes, even 

from God.   

• In school, we learn what outward signs will please our teachers / coaches / others…  

• On the job, we learn to put up a good front whenever others happen to walk by…  

• In our conversations with friends / yes, at church too, we learn to smile and “hide” our pain / 

resentment, our guilt / shame, our questions / doubts… we pretend we have it all figured out / have it 

all together.     

As if putting on masks, we style our hair… choose our clothes… and hone our body language to present a 

certain image… to make a certain impression on those around us.  Over time, we learn to create a façade… 

and hide away our grief and fear, our anger and resentment, our shame and guilt… our brokenness and need, 

maybe even from ourselves.  And because so many people judge by outward appearances, it is relatively 

easy to fool them.   

 

Lent is a season during which we are invited to address this “outside—inside”… “mask—real self” disparity.   

It is a season for honest introspection / self-examination… 

It is a season to “return to the Lord”—to recognize that there are pieces of ourselves that we have not given 

over to God… pieces of ourselves that we have taken back—or held back—for whatever reason…  

It is a season to remember and renew our baptism… to let God’s creative and transforming love and mercy 

wash over us… cleanse us… and transform our lives from the inside out…   

It is a season to take off our masks—to stop pretending… to come clean before God and ourselves—to 

repent of our sin… our shortfalls and failings… and yes, our hypocrisy…   

It is a season to rejoice that God sees behind our masks… that God is not fooled by outward appearances / 

“performances”… that God is waiting to welcome us with open arms…   

We cannot fake behavior to impress God.  God sees and knows our hearts… the secrets / blemishes / 

smudges on the “faces” we put before each other and the world.   

The good news is that God deals with our sinfulness… our hypocrisy.  In fact, God has already dealt with 

it—in the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ, our Lord.   

 

The cross of Christ is at the center of this day… and of our Lenten journey that lies ahead.   

When we were baptized, we received the sign of God’s unfailing love and commitment to us: the cross of 

Christ marked on our foreheads.  This sign is God’s claim upon our lives.  With this sign, God says to each 

of us, “YOU are my beloved child… forever and always!”   

Our baptism into Christ—into his death and resurrection—is God’s answer to the sin that separates us from 

God and from others.   

That’s why, as we begin our Lenten journey, we receive this sign of God’s promise again—this time in a 

mark of ashes on our foreheads.  The ashes (and the words spoken along with them) remind us of our 

humanness / our mortality—“Remember that you are dust and to dust you shall return.”  
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The ashes remind us of our brokenness / our sin… of our need for God’s mercy and forgiveness—“Have 

mercy on me, God, according to your steadfast love.”      

But the ashes also remind us of cleansing and renewal… of the new life we are given in Christ.   

When we receive the ashes in the sign of the cross on our foreheads, we are reminded of our baptism into 

Christ—the water of cleansing and new life… our forehead marked with the sign of the cross…  

It is a gracious gift… of love and acceptance – forever and always!   

It is a forever reminder that we are claimed and forgiven… redeemed and given new and eternal life through 

Christ.   

It is a forever reminder that in Christ, the way has been opened between earth and heaven—trading pretense 

for humility… pride for compassion… despair for hope… death for life…  

At all times, the cross is the sign we look to in faith—for healing… for hope… for restored relationship with 

God, each other, and ourselves… for life.   

God has seen past our masks and our “pretending”… and has chosen to love us in spite of our many flaws 

and failures, our brokenness and sin… with a mercy so wide… a grace so deep… that pretending is no 

longer necessary.   

 

Dear friends, in our Lenten journey… 

…Let us put away our masks… let us stop “play acting” / pretending to be other than we are.   

…Let us repent of all that separates us from God and each other… and let us apologize and make amends 

wherever possible.   

…Let us strengthen the practices of faith that turn our focus back to God.  

…Let us allow God to transform our hearts… and our lives – from the inside out.  

 

Create in us clean hearts, O God… so that we can enjoy the beauty of life’s simplest things and delight in 

the gifts we so easily take for granted…  

Create in us clean hearts, O God… wash away our pride and resistance to your Word of life… and remove 

whatever keeps us from following in your compassionate footsteps…  

Create in us clean hearts, O God… restore in us a faith that endures… and trust in your abiding presence 

and unconditional love…  

Create in us clean hearts, O God… that we may see / feel the world’s pain and weightiness as you do… 

and respond in loving service to those in need…  

Create in us clean hearts, O God… so that we may put away our masks and our carefully constructed 

scripts… and embrace who we are / who you have created us to – beloved children of yours.   

Amen.   


